The presence of nanoparticles in a diblock copolymer leads to changes in the morphology and properties of the matrix and can produce highly organized hybrid materials. The resulting material properties depend not only on the polymer composition, but also on the size, shape and surface properties of the colloids. We study the dynamics of this kind of systems using a hybrid mesoscopic approach. A continuum description for the polymer is used, while colloids are individually resolved. The method allows for a variable preference of the colloids, which can have different sizes, to the different components the block copolymer is made of. We can analyze the impact that the nanoparticle preference for either, both or none of the blocks have on the collective properties of nanoparticleblock copolymer composites. Several experimental results are reproduced covering colloid-induced phase transition, particles' placement within the matrix and the role of incompatibilities between colloids and monomers.
Introduction
The addition of nanoparticles (NP's) to Block Copolymers (BCP) results in a nanomaterial which properties are significantly different from the one of purely one of its components (e.g. changes in the BCP morphology
1 ) The resulting hybrid material can be used as a catalyst in separation processes or as photonicgap materials [2] [3] [4] . The nonlinear optical properties of BCP are enhanced with the inclusion of selective NP's 5 . Following the work done in our previous article 6 we study colloidal particles of the size of the order of magnitude of the BCP domain which in our case is in the range of a few nanometers. In this regime,both NP's and BCP evolve in a similar time scale.
Contrary to previous works (e.g. Thompson et al 7 ) in which the internal structure of the BCP chain was taken into account, we will take a mesoscopic perspective which allows us to perform longer simulations over a larger length scale. To this end we describe the polymer chains through their monomer concentration leading to a free energy that describes both the polymer/polymer interaction as well as the interaction between the polymer chains and the colloidal inclusions. The computational model is hybrid since we combine a polymer description where the monomer concentration is treated as a continuum while we resolve the individual dynamics of the colloidal particles, assuming it is described by Brownian dynamics. This mesocopic approach puts forward a simplified model that will allow for computationally inexpensive simulations.
Previous works have studied systems of polymers melts including particles, using different techniques such as strong-segregation theory 8 , Monte-Carlo 9-11 , SFCT combined with DFFT 7, 12 , molecular dynamics 13 , dissipative particle dynamics 14, 15 as well as methods than combine a phenomenological Cahn-Hillard picture for the fluid with Brownian dynamics for the particles [16] [17] [18] . Here we report on further extension of our previous work 6 which allow to simulate two different kinds of particles, which may differ in their size as well as their affinity. We aim to improve our understanding of the role of NP's in a BCP matrix and their assembly and placement within their soluble block.
While the previously mentioned works studied similar systems, the complexity of the simulations of these hybrid systems results in computationally expensive numerical calculations. From a mesoscopic point of view we can reduce the complexity, thus allowing us to perform a considerable number of simulations exploring a particular parameter. The volume fraction of NP's and their affinity will be carefully studied in order to analyse its role in the morphology of the BCP as well as the assembly and placement of the NP's within the matrix.
Model
The evolution of the BCP/colloids system is determined by the excess free energy which can be separated as
with F pol being the free energy functional of the BCP melt, F cc the colloidcolloid interaction and the last contribution being the coupling term between the block copolymer and the colloids.
Polymer Dynamics: Cell Dynamics Simulations
The diblock copolymer is characterized by the order parameter ψ(r, t) which represents the differences in the local volume fraction for the copolymer A and B ψ(r, t) = φ A (r, t) − φ B (r, t)
with respect to the relative volume fraction of A monomers in the diblock,
The order parameter must follow the continuity equation in order to satisfy the mass conservation of the polymer:
If the polymer relaxes diffusely towards equilibrium, the order parameter flux can be expressed in the form
as a linear function of the order chemical potential
Introducing these equations into the continuity equation and taking into account the thermal fluctuations we obtain the Cahn-Hilliard-Cook equation
where M is a phenomenological mobility constant and ξ is a white Gaussian random noise which satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation theorem 19 . The copolymer free energy is a functional of the local order parameter which can be expressed in terms of the thermal energy k B T as
where the first and second terms are the short and the long-range interaction terms respectively, the coefficient D is a positive constant that accounts for the cost of local polymer concentration inhomogeneities, the Green function G(r − r ) for the laplace Equation satisfies ∇ 2 G(r − r ) = −δ(r − r ), B is a parameter that introduces a chain-length dependence to the free energy 20 and H(ψ) is the local free energy 20, 21 ,
where τ, A, v, u are phenomenological parameters 21 which can be related to the block-copolymer molecular specificity. Previous works 6, 21, 22 describe the connection of these effective parameters to the BCP molecular composition. τ = −τ +A(1−2f ) 2 , D and B can be expressed 22 in terms of degree of polymerization N , the segment length b and the Flory-Huggins parameter χ(inversely proportional to temperature) as
τ accounts for the net atractive/repulsive interaction between monomers. s(f ) is an empirical fitting function of the order of 1 for the range of values of f 22, 23 . Parameters D and B -respectively governing lamella interface thickness and domain size-are written in dimensionless form by definingD = D/a 2 0 andB = B a 2 0 (for simplicity we will drop this notation), a 0 being the lattice spacing. Subsequently, we will consider u and v constants, 24 which define all the parameters identifying the BCP local free energy H(ψ) . As previously shown 25, 26 , CDS can be used along with more detailed approaches like dynamics self-consistent field theory (DSCFT), using CDS as a precursor in exploring parameter space due to the computationally inexpensiveness nature of CDS.
We can express the time evolution of ψ , Equation 6, using CDS as
r i being the position of the node i at a time tδt, and the isotropic discrete laplacian for a quantity X is given by
Specifically, we will use << ψ >>= 1 6
NN, NNN meaning nearest neighbors, next-nearest neighbors, and next-nextnearest neighbors, respectively. In Equation 10 we have introduced the auxiliary function
and also, the map function
Contrary to previous CDS models 29, 30 , in Equation 10 we have introduced a function P (r, t) that takes into account the volume excluded by the colloid particle, with values P = 0 in a unbound medium and P = 1 inside a solid particle.
Colloid Dynamics: Brownian Motion
In addition to the described continuous description of the polymer melt we want to model the individual motion of a suspension of N particles in a block copolymer. In order to facilitate the polymer/colloid coupling description, we assign a continuous field that represents the particles 31 : an undeformable tagged field ψ c,i for a particle i centered around the position R i (not restricted to lattice nodes) that changes continuously in space while moving rigidly around particle i. For computer efficiency it is convenient to introduce a field that is compact. In addition, in order to avoid non-finite values for the derivative of ψ c,i , we select a form
which allows for a cutoff distance at R eff i , which is defined in terms of the hard-core radius as R Summarizing, the overall colloidal suspension is described through the superposition of all the contributions by each particles as in
For the colloid/colloid interaction we propose a pairwise interaction derived from a Yukawa potential,
where 
with m i as the particle's mass, F tot i is the total force done both by the surrounding polymer as by the rest of the colloids, while γ i stands for the friction exerted by the polymer melt. The thermal motion of the colloids is determined by the temperature through the random term ξ i , with correlations < ξ i (t) >= 0 and < ξ i (t), ξ j (t ) >= δ ij δ(t − t ) . If we neglect inertia, the Langevin equation reduces, in this overdamped regime, to the Brownian dynamic equation that governs the colloidal dynamics
Polymer/Colloid Interaction
The interaction between the polymer and colloids is included through a contribution to the free energy F cpl , which must take into account the fact that colloids may have a preference for one of the components of the block copolymer. The simplest free energy that satisfies that is
where σ defines the strength of the interaction between polymer and colloids, and ψ i 0 describes the affinity of particle i with one of the copolymer blocks. The value of ψ i 0 stands for the preferred order parameter value for the NP, thus minimising the coupling free energy. ψ i 0 = 0 will result in neutral NP's while positive or negative values of the affinity means a preference for one of the blocks in the BCP. The affinity is associated with the chemical compatibility of the NP with the monomers.
Associated with this term in the free energy there is a corresponding additional force acting on each colloid. For particle i, the force felt due to the nearby polymer inhomogeneities is
and the corresponding term in the copolymer chemical potential that colloids induce in the copolymer dynamics is
As opposed to previous approaches [16] [17] [18] , we treat individual colloids through a soft interaction which allows for a simpler computational treatment and a more straight-forward interpretation of the interactions both between colloids as with the copolymer medium.
Two characteristic time scales appear in our model. BCP diffusive time scale is given by 
Results
In this section we present the results of the simulations of our model. Unless otherwise specified, we will set the polymer and colloid parameters to
.01, except in the last section in which B = 0.001 in order to tune the domain's size. The total A-monomer ratio is fixed to f = 0.5 for the symmetric lamella case, while f = 0.4 for cylindrical morphologies. Particle's friction constant is γ = 25.0, except for the last subsection in which γ = 10.0 accordingly to colloid's radius. The grid size is defined as a 0 = 1/4, except for the hexagonal packing simulations in which we used a 0 = 1/ √ 7 in order to have smaller BCP domains. The time step is changed accordingly as δt = 0.05 and δt = 0.2, while M = 0.1 for all our simulations. We disregard random fluxes in the BCP setting η = 0 , for simplicity's sake.
Unless otherwise specified we will analyze our model on a 2D system of size 256 × 256 grid spacings. We will explore the collective behavior of BCP/colloid composites changing the colloidal area fraction. From this value one can infer the number of colloidal particles used in different simulations. The volume fraction is calculated using the effective radius, rather than the hard core one. Contrary to that, figures show hard-core radius, as can be appreciated from the coating of BCP surrounding the hard-core.
Initially the order parameter is an uniformly random distribution while for the colloids we choose an initial non-overlapping random configuration.
In this section we will apply our model to study the effects that colloidal particles induce in the morphology of a BCP depending on the chemical properties of the NP's surface, which is described in our model as the affinity towards a value of order parameter. The role of size, chemical composition and compatibility of NP's will be analyzed with regard to its effect on the colloidal assembly in the BCP matrix.
Phase transition induced by colloids
The phase diagram of a purely A-B diblock copolymer system is well known 33 and for the most simple case we can differentiate between lamellar and clylindrical phases depending on whether the total concentration of A and B monomers is symmetrical or not. For the second case the shortest block (referred here as the minority phase) forms domains which are hexagonally organized. In this subsection we analyze the ability of the colloids to distort the underlying BCP morphology, promoting a phase transition as we vary both their concentration and affinity Several theoretical and experimental works have come across the change in the morphology of the BCP induced by the presence of colloids. In this section we apply our model in an attempt to reproduce these results. In contrast with previous works, our model also covers the time evolution towards the equilibrium and is able to reach larger system sizes.
From Lamellae to Cylinders
We start analyzing the effect of relatively large (R 0 i = 2.5) colloids that have a strong affinity towards one of the blocks (ψ 0 i = 0.5). Figure 2 illustrates the morphological changes induced in a BCP lamellar matrix as the NP concentration increases . Figure 2 top-left shows a typical lamella morphology without colloids. In the low density regime (Figure 2 topright, ρ = 15%) the domains are shorter and drop-like domains appear as a result of colloids breaking lamella domains. The transition is not complete in Figure 2 bottom-left for ρ = 35% but coexistence of lamella and cylindrical phase is observed. At larger colloidal concentration, NPs are closely packed in the BCP domain they are more miscible in, and favor a distortion of the BCP domains, inducing a phase transition. This process is due to the influence of colloids in their preferred copolymer, which effectively increases the fraction of the domain in which they are soluble. Our model reflects the mechanism by which one type of copolymer is excluded from the volume occupied by the NP. This process of phase transition from lamella to ordered cylindrical morphology is in agreement with the experimental results by Kim et al 34 and Halevi et al 35 for which our model reproduces particularly well the coexistence of lamella and cylindrical domains, as shown in Figure 2 top-right. Intermediate stages of the phase transition kinetics exhibit interesting features. Figure 3 shows snapshots of the time evolution. Initially, small cylindrical domains are formed. These domains can coalesce leading, at longer times, to larger cylindrical domains that coexist with long lamella domains formed by cylinder coalescence.
For very high filling fraction, the particles attempt to minimize the occupied area by packing closely. This leads to an hexagonal packing if we decrease the colloidal temperature, thus reducing the random component of the colloid's motion. Figure 4 shows the same system as in Figure 2 bottom-right with an slightly lower number of particles ρ = 50.0% and T = 0.1 reducing the thermal component of the colloidal velocity. This phenomena will appear again when we reach high concentrations and can be regarded as a transition from liquid to solid phase for the colloids, guided by the interplay between temperature and concentration. Further analysis is needed to obtain a clearer picture of the coupling between NP and BCP phase transitions.
From Cylinders to Lamellae
Contrary to the previous process, if we now begin with a cylindrical BCP morphology, such as in Figure 5 top-left, and we increase the particle concentration (R 0 = 2.5 ) with a strong affinity towards the minority phase (ψ 0 i = −0.8) and T = 0.1, the effective total concentration of the minority phase is increased. In Figure 5 top-right this process is clear as colloids distort the drop-like domains due to the repulsive interaction between particles leading to elongated domains The phase transition from cylindrical to lamella can be prevented if we include colloids with the opposite affinity (ψ 0 i = +0.5). This situation can be simulated using the same BCP morphology as in the previous study and a fixed number of colloids with radius R = 2.5 and volume fraction ρ 0 = 22% with affinity towards the minority phase, while changing the number of identically sized NP's in the other BCP domain. Figure 6 shows this effect as in the left picture a low volume fraction of colloids in the majority phase (ρ 2 = 15%) allows the formation of a majority of lamella domains, while in the right hand side Figure Figure 3 : Time evolution of a lamella BCP/colloid with volume fraction ρ = 25% for different stage of the simulation. From left to right: t = 0.5 × 10 6 steps, t = 5.0 × 10 6 steps and t = 14.2 × 10 6 steps.
the growth in the effective volume fraction of the majority copolymer due to a higher colloids volume fraction (ρ 2 = 50%) compensates for the presence of colloids in the cylindrical domains. The study of the phase transition induced by the change in NP's volume fraction is in accordance with the phase diagram obtained by Lee et al 36 using SCFT/DFT. Our model allows us also to follow the kinetic relaxation to equilibrium.
Colloid Radius Influence on NP Placement
The effect of the colloidal size in the particle position in the lamella domain has been studied both experimentally 37, 38 and theoretically 7 . It has been found that large particles -relative to the lamella domain-segregate to the lamella center while smaller particles are found preferentially in the lamella interface. This is due to the cost of the copolymer brush to encircle larger colloids. For small particles the decrease in their entropic contribution is not negligible with respect to the particle's translational entropy. This behavior has been proved computationally by means of a combination of SCFT for the copolymer and DFT for colloids 7 and the phase diagram was successfully obtained. Since our model allows for two different sized kinds of particles we can reproduce the experimental result by Bockstaller et al 37 by assigning NP's with a weak affinity towards one block. In this regime, the particle size determines the position within the lamella domain. Size-selective segregation occurs if we simulate two kinds of particles with a size ratio R b /R s = 6.0 as shown in In Figure 7 where small particles remain mostly in the interface while big particles are detached towards the center.
In order to quantify the effect of colloidal size in the particle's position in the lamella domain we can calculate the relative average position inside of the BCP for different values of the hard core radius R 0 as shown in Figure 8 . The results are summarized in Figure 9 , where we can observe the drift towards the center of the lamella as we increase the radius of the particles. The small lack of agreement for R = 1.0 is due to the fact that colloids create two layers in the interface due to a considerably high number of particles. Particles in the second layer contribute as if they had a preference for an slightly out-of-theinterface order parameter value. Although our model does not take into account the microscopic structure of the BCP, the qualitative effect is properly accounted for due to the distortion that big particles create in the order parameter. If the distortion is small, the NP can easily fit the interface, but for a larger one the particles need a more homogeneous BCP environment .
Hexagonal Packing of Colloids
So far we have studied the effect of colloids in the the BCP morphology when particles are compatible with one of the copolymers or they are equally soluble in both domains. Contrary to that, Ploshnik et al 39 performed experiments in the case in which nanoparticles are coated to be incompatible with both blocks, but to different extends, thus triggering a hierarchical structure of the BCP/colloid composite material and self-assembly of NP into hexagonal packing. In our CDS/Brownian model we reproduce the incompatibility by assigning an affinity towards one of the copolymers, but larger in magnitude than the maximum value of the order parameter present in the simulation. By doing so we create a distortion in the BCP profile, leading to a penalty in the free energy that can only be minimized by a strong packing of the colloids.
We find that the overlapping of the distortion of two colloids creates an effective potential as in Figure 10 . The clear minimum we observe leads to a Lennard-Jones-like potential that in result creates a hexagonal packing, as we can see in Figure 12 .
Initially we can simulate a system for a small number of NP's at a volume fraction ρ = 5%, for which the BCP lamella morphology is not significantly affected, as shown in Figure 12 top-left.The hexagonal packing already occurs at this low concentration by the formation of clusters of NP's,which resembles particularly correctly the experimental STEM image in Figure 2 -I in Ploshnik et al work 39 . In this case, we use γ = 1.0 while in the next simulations we have used γ = 10.0 because a lower density of particles needs for considerably longer simulation times for particles to create clusters. For a larger number of particles (ρ = 10%, Figure 12 top-right) the BCP morphology is distorted leading to a coexistence lamella/cylinder because of the presence of elongated clusters of hexagonally packed colloids. For an even higher volume fraction (ρ = 20%, Figure 12 bottom-left) the phase transition is almost complete and BCP domains are distorted into irregular disks. Increasing the NP concentration leads to an almost complete filling of colloids into their least unfavorable phase, while the drop-like domains are considerably shrinked, as shown in ρ = 50%,, Figure 12 bottom-right. This phase transition is fundamentally different from the one observed in Figure 2 since the resulting morphology now is disordered instead of hexagonally cylindrical, which is in accordance with experimental results 39 as phase transition from lamella to disordered occurs. Additionally, it is important to note that the hexagonal packing observed here is due to a different nature than the one appearing in the previous sections (see Figure 5 ) where packing was a result exclusively of the local high concentration limit (whether it is due to total high concentration value or a local constraint that forces close packing). In this case, hexagonal packing is present even for low concentration of colloids (see Figure 12 top-left) since colloids minimize the coupling free energy forming clusters.
Using the results from the ρ = 50% simulation ( Figure 12 bottom-right) we can calculate the radial distribution function (Figure 11 ) as well as the NP coordination number. The main curve represents g(r) using the whole system which is correct qualitatively. The number of particles associated with the first peak does not result in the expected coordination value N = 6.0 due to the boundaries created by the inaccessible BCP domains. If we select a small subsystem in which colloids are homogeneously distributed and g(r) is computed again (as shown in the inset in Figure 11 ) we obtain a value N = 5.97 for the coordination number after the integration over the first peak as in N = 2πρ 0 r0 0 dr r g(r) which acts as a further proof of the hexagonal packing of NP's.
Additional corroboration with the experiments is obtained if we calculate the fraction of colloids present in the interface with respect of the total number. As in the experiment in Figure 8 c in in Ploshnik et al 39 , the fraction of NPs in the interface decays with time, but it does it slower as the filling fraction is increased. In Figure 13 we can see the dependence for ρ = 5% and 20% fulfills the qualitative behavior of the experimental work. We consider interface values those than fulfill ψ ∈ [−0.4, 0.4]. This broad definition of the region is necessary since in our model NP's have a very strong affinity with the center of the domain, resulting in very high penalty for particles outside that region. Nonetheless, Figure 13 supports the notion proposed in the experimental work 39 that NP's create clusters in a slower timescale than BCP's self assembly.
Conclusions
Cell Dynamics Simulations along with Brownian motion dynamics have been used to simulate the governing equation of a mixture of diblock copolymer and colloids. Our model has proved to be successful when capturing the self assembly of colloids in a BCP matrix and reproducing the phase transition that the morphology of the BCP undergoes as we increase colloid's concentration. The relatively fast nature of the CDS scheme has proved to be crucial to obtain the time evolution of large systems over long times.
The inclusion of two-sized particles has allowed us to reproduce experiments 37, 38 in which the size of the particle is the main property determining the position of colloids inside of a BCP domain. Hence, our model is able to qualitatively reproduce size-related effects.
Further in our attempt to check the validity of our model, we reproduced the experimental setup in which colloids are incompatible with both blocks in the BCP provided that the affinity is not symmetric towards the blocks. We successfully achieved a clear hexagonal packing, reproducing properties (phase transition and fraction of NP's in the interface) that were present in the experiment 39 . In summary, we have presented a model that is able to simulate the effects of size, concentration and chemical properties of NP's immersed in a BCP melt. Order-to-order phase transitions have been observed, depending on the compatibility of the NP's with each block and NP's volume fraction.
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Cell Dynamic Simulation combined with Brownian Motion are used to describe a mixture of block copolymer and nanoparticles, respectively. We studied the changes in the morphology of the matrix as we include colloids, as well as its assembly depending on their size and affinity with one of the blocks. Several experiments were reproduced. 
